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About these Release Notes
These Release Notes contain important information about known issues, fixed issues and design limitations present in
SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.0 Patches. To see whether known issues in one Patch are fixed in a subsequent Patch,
use the ADAPT number of the known issue to search within the PDF.   

Only the last four Patches are available on SMP at any moment.  If you expect that you will need an additional
installation at a later time, download all relevant patches from the same Patch Level at the same time as older
Patches will not be available on SMP once they are removed.

Before installing the software, we recommend that you read the entire document.

Where to find more information about this release:

For information on See

Installing this release

http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/
011000358700000124692011E/
xi4sp1_sapbo_update_en.pdf

http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700000124692011E/xi4sp1_sapbo_update_en.pdf
http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700000124692011E/xi4sp1_sapbo_update_en.pdf
http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700000124692011E/xi4sp1_sapbo_update_en.pdf
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Known Issues and Limitations for SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support Package 5 Patch 2

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform

ADAPT01669756 Title: Web services does not work out of the box in Information Platform Services

Release Note: Web services (dswsbobje) does not work out of the box in Information Platform Services
after installing SP05. To workaround this issue, open dswsbobje\WEB-INF\conf\axis2.xml,
comment out the following lines and then redeploy dswsbobje on the web application
server:

<messageFormatter contentType="application/json"
class="com.sap.xcelsius.ws.json.XcelsiusJSONMessageFormatter"/>
<messageBuilder contentType="application/json"
class="com.sap.xcelsius.ws.json.XcelsiusJSONBadgerfishOMBuilder"/>
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Known Issues and Limitations for SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support Package 5 Patch 3

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence mobile applications

ADAPT01662704 Title: Deployment of “MobileBIService” on Weblogic 11 (10.3.3) can fail, if it is done as archive
(.war) form

Release Note: Deployment of “MobileBIService” on Weblogic 11 (10.3.3) can fail, if it is done as archive
(.war) form. To overcome the issues perform the following steps:
1.Set the following elements to true under the <container-descriptor> section of
weblogic.xml file.
      • <show-archived-real-path-enabled>
      • <prefer-web-inf-classes>
2. Copy MobileBIService folder from <BOE_Install_Folder>\SAP BusinessObjects\SAP
BusinessObjects Enterprise XI4.0\warfiles\webapps to your system local drive.
3. Copy the weblogic.xml file configured in step 1 to the MobileBIService\WEB-INF folder.
4. Open the administration console of WebLogic and perform the following sub steps:
    a. Choose Deployments > Install.
    b. In the Path field, access the parent folder of the “MobileBIService” folder created in
step 3 
    c. Choose MobileBIService folder
    d. Choose Next.
    e. Choose Install this deployment as an application.
    f. Choose Next.
    g. Select the desired deployment targets.
    h. Choose Next.
    i. Choose Next.
    j. Choose Yes, take me to the deployment's configuration screen.
    k. Choose Finish.
    l. Choose Save.
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Known Issues and Limitations for SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support Package 5 Patch 4

SAP BusinessObjects Analysis, edition for OLAP

ADAPT01678283 Title: Fixing Upgrade Management Tool (UMT) timeout when migrating Analysis Workspaces

Release Note: After upgrading to BI4.0 SP05 Patch4, "mdas.properties" file for the BI platform server
should be configured:
1. Open following file on the BOE server: <BOE install dir>\java\pjs\services\MDAS
\resources\com\businessobjects\multidimensional\services\mdas.properties
2. Change "multidimensional.services.asymmetric.autodrilling.enabled" flag to false. If this
property is missing add it to "mdas.properties" file. Save and close the property file.
3. Restart MDAS AdaptiveProcessingServer.
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Fixed Issues for SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support
Package 5 Patch 1

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence mobile applications

ADAPT01640898 Description: Cascading List of LOV’s report is popping with  internal server error when viewed on the
client for prompt on a "DateTime" field.

New Behaviour: Issue fixed

ADAPT01657171 Description: Refresh of BEX documents does not work if prompts have default value & LOV of the
prompt has more levels

New Behaviour: Validated on Aurora_40_SP04_Patch - Build 891
Refresh of BEX documents work fine prompts that have default value
In mobi and webi, LOV of the prompt has more levels giving same error message.

ADAPT01665956 Description: Having a line break in table text wraps the table by default in Mobi

New Behaviour: Issue is fixed

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform

ADAPT01669759 Description: An Enterprise user is unable to change their own password through the CMC preferences
page in Information Platform Services after installing SP05.

New Behaviour: This issue is resolved.

ADAPT01670819 Description: When we open ZEN applications via OpenDocument URL in iPad Safari then rendering
problem occurs.

New Behaviour: The issue is Fixed.

ADAPT01674899 Description: CMS was using incorrect query to determine if the database supports 2G long BLOBS or if
HADR is on. This was causing database corruption and the CMS was bot able to start
after applying SP05

New Behaviour: CMS uses the correct query to determine if the database supports 2G long BLOBS or if
HADR is on and it is capable to run after patch install

SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard Design

ADAPT01658537 Description: The Dashboard should refresh successfully without freezing.

New Behaviour: The Dashboard should refresh successfully without freezing.

ADAPT01672381 Description: Universe prompt is not working in Runtime.

New Behaviour: Correct data are retrieved when selecting different values for universe prompt.
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SAP BusinessObjects Explorer

ADAPT01672184 Description: Explorer didn't support more than 26 columns in excel

New Behaviour: the problem is resolved

ADAPT01672186 Description: The presence of country names with xml balise "<" and ">" , ex: <France", blocked the
geography reconciliation dialog box

New Behaviour: the problem is resolved

ADAPT01672188 Description: When jvm setting of the explorer servers aren't sufficient for a particular task, a request
timeout exception was raised.

New Behaviour: The out of memory exceptions are rendered more explicit

SAP BusinessObjects Information Design Tool

ADAPT01663684 Description: When converting a linked universe, Extra tables on objects from the core universe are not
converted

New Behaviour: When converting a linked universe, Extra tables on objects from the core universe are
converted

ADAPT01666767 Description: User Attributes are defined in the CMC (Open CMC with any Browser: http://
SERVER_NAME:8080/BOE/CMC) in 'User Attributes Management' Component, once
defined in this component, its value can be defined in any User Properties ('Users &
Groups' component).

Then the User Attributes value can be used in any Secured Query (in a Secured BLX for
instance).

The issue behavior is:
When we edit a secured BLX and we are connected with the corresponding user we can
easily substitute the defined User Attribute in order to retrieve the declared value in any
Object like Dimensions for instance (the use of @variable('SI_MY_USER_ATT')
parameter).

But if we use the same User Attribute in a Query, the Query Execution failed because the
substitution not applies.

A Query failed using a User Attribute in a BLX

New Behaviour: Query execution NOT failed using a User Attribute in a secured BLX

ADAPT01666907 Description: in IDT, if a linked universe containing index aware objects is converted, List of Values on
this objects are not properly converted.
'[error]' is displayed instead of the List of Values name in object parameters, and the Lov
is unavailable.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

Lovs from index aware objects are now properly converted and attached to the object.

ADAPT01666920 Description: In IDT, filters from core universe are not properly converted. Mandatory options are
ignored.

New Behaviour: This problem is solved.

Filters from core universe contains properly the mandatory option after linked universe
conversion.
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ADAPT01668130 Description: Joins based on keys are not detected for keys created manually 

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01668799 Description: In the information design tool, changes to the SQL custom script are lost when the Query
Panel is closed and re-opened.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved. 

ADAPT01670312 Description: After having renamed the CMS cluster, the access to the secured connection of a
retrieved universe caused inapropriate CMS prompting to the previous CMS cluster name,
whereas the user was already connected to it

New Behaviour: The problem is now solved

ADAPT01670322 Description: Using the Semantic Layer SDK, the Cube parameter is not kept when editing an OLAP
connection.

New Behaviour: The Cube parameter is now kept when editing a connection using the Semantic Layer
SDK.

ADAPT01670325 Description: in IDT framework SDK, if the destination is different from the source when saving a
complete relational universe (Data Foundation and Business Layer), objects from the
business layer still use the original Data Foundation, even if setDataFoundation() method
is used to change it.

New Behaviour: This problem is solved.

The objects from a business layer now correctly use the Data Foundation set with
setDataFoundation() method.

ADAPT01670704 Description: If a Business Layer contains a measure which parent is another measure, an exception
"MeasureImpl cannot be cast to BlContainerImpl" is thrown when loading the business
layer using the Semantic Layer SDK.

New Behaviour: The issue is fixed.

ADAPT01672293 Description: After having converted a legacy universe (UNV) to contains a mandatory universe prompt
definition to new universe type (UNX), the mandatory universe prompt is not well taken
account when using this new one.

New Behaviour: This problem is fixed.

ADAPT01672638 Description: Information Designer Tool : Rename the tables in a Data Foundation may not correctly
update  the Business Layer and Joins. 

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01672745 Description: In IDT, SQL options not modified in Access restrictions (UNV universes) are not properly
converted in some cases.

New Behaviour: This problem is solved.

IDt convert now correctly non-modified SQL options from Access restrictions.
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SAP BusinessObjects Install

ADAPT01665662 Description: Java stack update

New Behaviour: Java components shipping with the BI platform have been updated to contain the latest
security and stability fixes.

- Oracle JDK 1.6 update 37 on Windows, Solaris and Linux
- IBM JDK 1.6 SR11 on AIX
- Oracle JRE 1.6 update 37 on Windows, Solaris, Linux and AIX
- SAP JVM build V6.1.044 on  Windows, Solaris, Linux and AIX

SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence

ADAPT01561596 Description: Web Intelligence document name is not updated when it is changed in Translation
Manager Tool.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01580268 Description: When you use a customized path for the output cache directory and the image directory in
the Web Intelligence Processing Server properties in the CMC, new Web Intelligence
documents contain no data.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01599452 Description: Hyperlinked Web Intelligence document shows in the first Web Intelligence document
window. Two Web Intelligence documents are nested in the same window.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01620490 Description: When you select “Query” in the Set Event Details section in the CMC > Auditing panel, the
Query or Select statement is not captured by the processing/cache/job server's Audit text
file or pushed to the Audit database.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01645374 Description: 2nd and 3rd expand operation on a specific document fails

New Behaviour: Validated on Aurora_4.0_Patch5.1 build 905 and issue is not reproducible

ADAPT01646742 Description: Web Intelligence : BICS connection 'Save language" property. The session language may
not be used if this property is unchecked.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01651766 Description: The hierarchy objects change randomly in the Query Panel of Crystal Report.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01661366 Description: In Web Intelligence Rich Client or Rich Internet Application, in a document based on a
BEx query that contains a Compound object, the fiscal year does not contain the “/”
separator if the corresponding "Key" object is not added into Query Panel.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01661699 Description: In the Mobile BI app on Ipad charts show “Data not available” after filtering a second time

New Behaviour: Issue is resolved
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ADAPT01662993 Description: In a Web Intelligence document, graphs are not displayed when exported from Web
Intelligence SDK in the dHTML output format.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01663664 Description: When you refresh a Web Intelligence document based on a BEx query and with query
stripping enabled, and if one of the stripped objects no longer belongs to the associated
query, the following error message appears:
“Unable to get the first page of the current report. Check the validity of your report. (ERR
WIJ 20003).”

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01663855 Description: When a WebIntelligence report is based on a .unx universe, each user action generate a
new session.

New Behaviour: This problem has been resolved for the default deployment of the
AdaptiveProcessingServer server.
In case new servers have been created in the Central Management Console, follow the
steps below:
-Stop all the customized servers that contains "DSLBridge" service
-One by one, do the following steps
-Right click on the customized server and choose "Select services"
-Remove the element "DSL Bridge Service" from the list on the right 
-Click OK
-Right click on the customized server again and choose "Select services"
-Add again the element "DSL Bridge Service" to the list on the right 
-Click OK
-Start the customized server

ADAPT01664884 Description: Web Intelligence dHTML fails to strip query when there is a prompt from a BEx variable or
a Query Filter

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01665963 Description: Expand to Level option impacts non-default hierarchy, which lead to data vary from SP04.

New Behaviour: Expand to Level option should only work on Default Hierarchy, non-default hierarchies
should return the default structure. 

ADAPT01666352 Description: When you switch from Reading to Design mode in the Web Intelligence Web interface in
an Internet Explorer 8 browser, an HTTPS mixed content warning appears.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01666501 Description: Error occurs when refreshing QaaWS connections with Date type prompt.
Error message: "An internal error occured while calling 'answerPromptsEx' API. (Error:
ERR_WIS_30270)"

New Behaviour: User can refresh QaaWS connections with Date type prompt successfully.

ADAPT01667264 Description: In a Web Intelligence document containing a table where the cell width is smaller than the
text it contains, the cell content is truncated when the document is saved as a PDF file. 

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01667335 Description: In the Translation Management Tool, you cannot translate content data for a variable
name used in a Web Intelligence document even if the GetLocalized() function has been
included in the variable name.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
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ADAPT01667496 Description: In the Rich Internet Application or Web Intelligence Rich Client, when you refresh a Web
Intelligence document based on a BEx query containing a filter prompt, the "Show/Hide
key values" is not visible.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01668304 Description: In a Web Intelligence document, the following format options have no effect on tables: 
- Show rows with all empty measure values
- Show rows for which all measure values = 0

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01668807 Description: When you export a Web Intelligence document to PDF, the size of the file is significantly
larger when you use the Rich Internet Application and Web Intelligence Web interface.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

You can customize the DPI size PDF output. For this, modify the following file:
"C:\Program Files (x86)\SAP BusinessObjects\SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 4.0
\java\lib\procWebiPublishing.properties"
In this file, change value for "pdf_dpi" parameters. This file is taken into account only for
Web Intelligence Scheduling and Publishing.

ADAPT01669601 Description: In the information design tool, when a calculated measure name contains an accented
letter, it does not return any data when used in a query.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.  

ADAPT01670605 Description: When more than one person schedules Web Intelligence reports from different browsers
at around the same time, the following error message appears:

An Error has occurred: There was an error retrieving the document from the token
storage. (Error: RWI 00313)

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01670837 Description: In a Web Intelligence document, a list of values in a query prompt window has incorrect
column names if the first column in the list of values is hidden.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01671371 Description: In a Web Intelligence document based on an SAP BW universe, the list of values for
hierarchical nodes in a query prompt display technical names but no description.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01671876 Description: In a Web Intelligence document based on a BEx query, in the Left Panel, in the Universe
Outline tab, the Technical Name is displayed instead of the Name in the Business Layer.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01671916 Description: When reporting off an SAP BW BEx Query with a hierarchy node variable, it prompts to
select the hierarchy value, but the displayed hierarchy text value corresponds to the key
value, and not to the text value.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01672338 Description: In the Information Design Tool, when a dimension and a filter have the same name, the
Check Integrity returns an Ambiguous Object Path error.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
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ADAPT01673018 Description: In a BEx query, when there is a hierarchy node variable and the variable is assigned to a
"fixed" active hierarchy, then in the Query Outline, the default hierarchy is not exposed
and only the fixed hierarchy (defined in the BEx query) is exposed. All other explicit
hierarchies are hidden.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01673758 Description: When a universe object is dependent on a hidden object declared in the Information
Design Tool or the Universe Design Tool, it was not possible to use it in the Web
Intelligence Query Panel.

New Behaviour: End user can use objects in the Web Intelligence Query Panel even if they rely on hidden
objects, declared in the Information Design Tool or the Universe Design Tool but not
visible in the Query Panel outline.

ADAPT01674171 Description: When you are refreshing a Web Intelligence document opened in the PDF mode or Web
Intelligence Web interface, in the “Prompts” panel no data is returned when you click
“Refresh values”.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

SAP Crystal Report for Enterprise

ADAPT01644121 Description: Unable to migrate CR2008 reports containg renamed stored procedure.

New Behaviour: The above issue is resolved

SAP Crystal Reports 2011

ADAPT01655533 Description: In a German operation system, after exporting a Crystal report 2011 into  Microsoft Excel
Workbook Data-only format (.xlsx format) from BI LaunchPad, an error was given while
opening the Excel file with Excel 2007 or Excel 2010. 

New Behaviour: The problem is resolved.

ADAPT01665518 Description: There was an issue fixed in Patch 3.4 (ADAPT01633808: IE8 had issues getting hold of
LOV). 
However that fix didn't work for the case when https was setup on reverse proxy server
rather than the BOE webserver. 
Browser ------https*------>WebSEAL -------http**---->BOE. 
The latest fix fixes the issue by not doing the check for secure connection.

New Behaviour: please referer above
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Fixed Issues for SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support
Package 5 Patch 2

SAP BusinessObjects Analysis, edition for OLAP

ADAPT01672408 Description: Custom Calculation expressions are not updated when using a key figure whose
description is based on a BEX variable.

New Behaviour: Changing the variable value will now update any relevant calculation expressions as well.

ADAPT01672792 Description: SAP BW connections using SSO without a saved language are not respecting a users
Product Locale language setting in BOE(Business Objects Enterprise); English data is
always retrieved.

New Behaviour: A users Product Locale language setting is now taken into account and the data fetched is
based on that language. 

Limitations: Ideally, the PVL (Preferred View Locale) setting in BOE would be used instead, but due to
architectural limitations the Product Locale is used.  PVL use will be incorporated in a later
release.

ADAPT01673086 Description: Hierarchies with a display folder value of "\" do not display properly and cause java
exceptions to be surfaced to the end user.

New Behaviour: There are no longer any exceptions surfaced and the hierarchies display correctly.

SAP BusinessObjects BI Workspace

ADAPT01674658 Description: Sending information to the Viewer module in a BI workspace using
openModule did not work properly.

New Behaviour: Sending information to the Viewer module in a BI workspace using
openModule is now supported.

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform

ADAPT01658464 Description: On the Authentication page of the Central Management Console (CMC), AD or LDAP
groups may be deleted when the Update button is clicked more than once.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01665064 Description: OLAP reports were not executed successfully when launched inside BI Workspace.

New Behaviour: OLAP reports are launched successfully from BI Workspace.

SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard Design

ADAPT01671934 Description: If the connection is triggered by cell and the return value binds the cell at the same time,
we will send un-necessary connection request to server.

New Behaviour: In one time sequence, the cell won't be triggered twice.
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SAP BusinessObjects Explorer

ADAPT01673313 Description: List of values for Hana Input parameters of type Currency was empty

New Behaviour: Issue has been resolved.

SAP BusinessObjects Information Design Tool

ADAPT01674332 Description: Information Design Tool : An error my occur when saving a data foundation after having
deleted a self join.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01675166 Description: Information Design Tool : Query Panel : "allow use of subqueries" Query option may not
correctly be taken account with SAP ERP connection type.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
It is not possible to add a subquery when using a SAP ERP connection.
The query option is now "unckecked" and "disabled" with such a connection type.

SAP BusinessObjects Promotion Management

ADAPT01662076 Description: Using Life Cycle Management(i.e,Promotion  Management), when we move a group then
all the dependant users within the group are not getting promoted.

New Behaviour: The issue is fixed.

ADAPT01673504 Description: Promoting publication adds extra dependencies.

New Behaviour: Issue is resolved

SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence

ADAPT01636445 Description: Drilling down does throw an error and then data is not the same after refreshing.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01658887 Description: When you change the Product Locale language in the BI launch pad, the objects of a .unx
universe are not translated to that language in a Web Intelligence document.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

Limitations: For Web Intelligence documents created before the fix, users must refresh them for the
translations to appear.

ADAPT01659377 Description: In a Web Intelligence document open in Web Intelligence Web interface or the Rich
Internet Application, when you add text with double quotes and a carriage return in the
document description, and click “Save as”, the Save as dialog box does not appear.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01660221 Description: In a Web Intelligence document based on a BEx data source that is scheduled to publish
as a PDF or Web Intelligence format, some fields display "#TOREFRESH".

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved
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ADAPT01662037 Description: In the Web Intelligence Rich Client, when you copy a list of values from a Selected Value
(s) list in a Web Intelligence filter and paste them to an external application (like Notepad)
you get incorrect values.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01669160 Description: In a Web Intelligence document opened in Design Structure mode that has been migrated
from XI 3.1 to BI 4.0 SP4, columns containing merged cells disappear.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01671320 Description: Web Intelligence : Using the Web viewer option, when refreshing document based on a
SAP legacy universe that contains SAP variables, the prompt dialog box may not appear
correctly.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01672965 Description: Web Intelligence treats a null value from BW as an empty string and counts the empty
string. 

New Behaviour: This problem has been resolved.

ADAPT01673037 Description: In the Web Intelligence Web interface in Design mode, the following error message
appears when you try to resize columns by dragging the lines in the table body:
Internal Error: Missing sBid Parameter.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01673312 Description: In a Web Intelligence document based on a Planning and Consolidation data source,
when you add all levels of a dimension with multiple EVDESCRIPTION objects, the
following error message appears when you try to run the query:
An internal error occurred while calling 'processDPCommandsEx' API. (Error:
ERR_WIS_30270)

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01673380 Description: Information Design Tool : Incorrect message "Found circular references. Check the
@DerivedTable function calls in the query expression. (QTJ 00550)" may occur. 

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01674309 Description: When you run a Web Intelligence query containing two attributes with same dimension
caption, various error messages appear.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01674451 Description:  Response time of the Web Intelligence open document keep growing during the whole
stability test.

New Behaviour: This issue has been resolved

ADAPT01674619 Description: When you create a document in the Rich Internet Application, HTTP 404 errors occur.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01674868 Description: In the Web Intelligence Web interface open in the Safari 6 browser, the drag and drop is
not working the query or report panels.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
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Fixed Issues for SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support
Package 5 Patch 3

SAP BusinessObjects Analysis, edition for OLAP

ADAPT01676806 Description: Error migrating Voyager workspace with forward slash in member name caption.

New Behaviour: Migration of Voyager workspace is successful if member name contains forward slash in
caption.

SAP BusinessObjects BI Widgets

ADAPT01676477 Description: BI Widgets can't show any content when the folder contains swf files in Data List Explorer.

New Behaviour: BI Widgets should view reports/dashboards under any folder correctly.

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence mobile applications

ADAPT01675905 Description: WebI font size is not respected properly on MOBI on BlackBerry app

New Behaviour: Issue is fixed

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform

ADAPT01670077 Description: When users create a new Document View iView using the the iView Wizard in Netweaver
Portal, the Document ID (CUID) field does not get populated with the user's document
selection.

New Behaviour: The Document ID (CUID) field is populated with the user's document selection.

ADAPT01670886 Description: When a user schedules Web Intelligence report to another user's inbox from BI
Launchpad, the report is not visible in that second user's Inbox.  The ownership of Web
Intelligence object is not changed during schedule.

New Behaviour: This issue is resolved

ADAPT01671614 Description: To prevent cross-frame scripting forgery, we introduced embedded secret token into the
portal apps, thus introduced new dependencies. This works on Websphere but not on
Weblogic. On Weblogic deployment, we have two separate wars, one for auth, the other
for portlet. We made the portlet war simple to facilitate customer's deployment, so it
doesn't include all the sdk or external jars. However we introduced some new
dependencies on cecore.jar and celib.jar when doing the embedded secret feature. We
could fix the issue by including cecore.jar and celib.jar in the portlet war. But after talking
to Justin who initially did the split of the two wars, we think a better fix would be to add the
needed classes within the portlet itself and not including the sdk jars. This way the
customer's deployment will be easier and faster. Also removed unnecessary imports from
some jsp pages. Updated the build file to include necessary classes and jars for both
weblogic_portlet and
  weblogic_auth jars and wars.

New Behaviour: The issue is resolved

ADAPT01673077 Description: CMS reports problems with connecting to a HANA Auditing database

New Behaviour: If the HANA database connection is correctly set, CMS does not report connection to the
database problem in the Auditing page
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ADAPT01674949 Description: Webi document will not open from IOMS when using .Net FW4.0

New Behaviour: Able to open webi document from IOMS using .Net Framework4.0

Limitations: No known limitations

ADAPT01676137 Description: Upgrade Management Tool is choosing folders and contents to migrate when they are not
dependencies.

New Behaviour: Issue is resolved

ADAPT01677007 Description: Agnostic html documents should not open directly, rather they should be opened as
attachments

New Behaviour: Agnostic html documents are opened as attachments

Limitations: No known limitations

ADAPT01677019 Description: Direct object reference vulnerability in http handler.

New Behaviour: Resolved the direct object reference problem in http handler

Limitations: No known limitations

ADAPT01677084 Description: Possible cross site scripting vulnerability in Upload.aspx

New Behaviour: Resolved cross site scripting vulnerability in upload.aspx

Limitations: No known limitations.

ADAPT01677194 Description: Under BI panel, Dashboard Design object should be copied from folder to folder properly
when user has the access role on the folders.

New Behaviour: Under BI panel, Dashboard Design object should be copied from folder to folder properly
when user has the access role on the folders.

SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard Design

ADAPT01673292 Description: The indicator of half gauge is not on the right position in Mobile.

New Behaviour: The indicator of half gauge is on the right position in Mobile.

SAP BusinessObjects Explorer

ADAPT01674685 Description: Custom navigator which returns a null navigator tag was not handled properly by Explorer

New Behaviour: Issue is fixed

ADAPT01676261 Description: Explorer: Free Facet performance improvements

New Behaviour: Facet panel query is no longer sent when not shown, leading to performance improvement
when opening large Infospace (especially in the case of Hana or BW data provider)

SAP BusinessObjects Information Design Tool

ADAPT01675254 Description: Compatibility issue between report generated via BI 4.1 and BI 4.0 SPX Designer. 
When opening the query panel in SP05 Designer using a query spec that gets generated
in 4.1 that uses the new feature 'Relative Depth Selection', the Designer query panel will
crash.

New Behaviour: The issue is fixed.
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SAP BusinessObjects Promotion Management

ADAPT01667199 Description: The top menu in the Promo Management Toolbar wont display in Central Management
Console.

New Behaviour: The issue is Fixed.

ADAPT01676592 Description: Using Promotion Managamenet Tool  its unable to import a LCMBIAR file which was
created by LCM_cli.bat command.

New Behaviour: The issue is Fixed.
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SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence

ADAPT01656652 Description: The following error message appears when you try to test the published web service for a
Web Intelligence document based on a BEx query that has a date prompt:
Cannot build the query or generate the report. (WIS 30351)

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01665146 Description: Web Intelligence : Using a legacy SAP BW universe (UNV), a query filter' list of values
may remain empty when refreshing it. 

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01669559 Description: In the Web Intelligence Query Panel, in a query filter where the operator is set to
"Between", a customized list of values is not shown for a prompt.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01671312 Description: When you create a Web Intelligence report based on SAP BW universe and attempt to
add a Query Filter using the "Select Value(s) from List" option, an error is thrown if a
KeyDate variable exists in the SAP BW Query.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01675149 Description: In Web Intelligence, the Stacked Bar chart does not show up in a document migrated from
XI 3.1 to XI 4.0.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

Limitations: A warning icon is displayed in the chart. This is due to a multiple document conversion
from Desktop Intelligence to Web Intelligence. The warning icon is not displayed in
printouts or exported documents.

To resolve this issue:
1. Right-click the chart and select Assign data. 
2. In the Assign Data dialog box, click Apply and then OK.

ADAPT01675314 Description: In Web Intelligence, the @Execute function does not work in queries. 

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01675510 Description: In Web Intelligence Rich Client or the Rich Internet Application, in a query based on a .unx
universe, if you create a subquery, run and save the query, and return to the Query Panel,
the subquery has disappeared.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01675877 Description: On our Production Platform , BI4 for all SAP - High Visibility.
Critical isse where our WebI Reports don't work in Live Office.
Working on Test Platform, not on Production Platform

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01677655 Description: When you try to export a Web Intelligence document to Excel, XLSX or PDF format, a
“getPage error” message appears and the output file is not generated.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
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SAP Crystal Report for Enterprise

ADAPT01663183 Description: In BOE launch pad, crystal report Hierarchical variable prompt doesn’t display the text
value of the hierarchy; it displays the key values twice instead. 

New Behaviour: The above issue is resolved.

ADAPT01674350 Description: While rescheduling crystal report instances in BOE, user gets an error when s/he tries to
redefine parameter values.

New Behaviour: The above issus is resolved
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Fixed Issues for SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Suite 4.0 Support
Package 5 Patch 4

SAP BusinessObjects Analysis, edition for OLAP

ADAPT01678283 Description: Migrating certain XI 3.x Voyager reports cause the Upgrade Management Tool tool to time
out

New Behaviour: Reports now migrate successfully without causing any timeouts

Limitations: There is a property file that needs to be modified on the BI 4 system as follows for the fix
to take effect:

1) Open following file on the BOE server: <BOE install dir>\java\pjs\services\MDAS
\resources\com\businessobjects\multidimensional\services\mdas.properties
2)  Add the following to the file
"multidimensional.services.asymmetric.autodrilling.enabled=false" (remove the quotes
from the property before adding it to the file).  If the property is already present make sure
it is set to false as above.
3) Re-start your Adaptive Processing Server(s) and proceed with the migration.

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence mobile applications

ADAPT01676287 Description: when browsing reports in “mobile ready documents”, the reports are sorted differently
each time the list gets viewed.  Even when list gets refreshed, the sorting is different each
time

New Behaviour: issue fixed

ADAPT01677476 Description: Open Document Link Issue on Blackberry Device.on subsequent fourth open document
call it is throwing " Either iDocID or SDocName paramters must be specified" error

New Behaviour: issue fixed

ADAPT01677968 Description: Parameter passing does not work for Opendocuments on Ipad device

New Behaviour: issue is fixed
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SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform

ADAPT01642224 Description: Promotion Management fails to promote objects and an encryption error is seen in the
Central Management Server log, "BCM error doing decryption, error:Invalid message
digest for data."

New Behaviour: The fix is to be applied on the source system, and the source Central Management Server
can be launched with a flag, "-systemUserGroupCUID <CUID>".  Supply the CUID value
of the user group which the Promotion job's source system logon user belongs to.

ADAPT01671335 Description: Communications user is unable to be configured in the SAP plugin for Aurora SP4
patches.  

New Behaviour: This issue is resolved.

ADAPT01674699 Description: When viewing Crystal report historical instances through an F5 http load balancer, the
instance refreshes with pool performance. 

New Behaviour: The problem is resolved.

ADAPT01676437 Description: Reports (WEBI or Crystal) scheduled with email notification in BOE failed with error.

New Behaviour: The above issue is resolved

ADAPT01676541 Description: There is no notification email about successful or failure of report, when users schedule
Crystal Report with notifications.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01676872 Description: Reports (WEBI or Crystal) scheduled with email notification in BOE failed with error.

New Behaviour: The above issue is resolved

ADAPT01680182 Description: When user refresh a SAP MDX report with compound variable and other variables, it may
not retrieve data correctly if the compound variable is the first variable in prompting page.

New Behaviour: The problem is resolved.
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboard Design

ADAPT01652544 Description: "The property with ID SI_LOCALE does not exist in the object" error pops up, when try to
open Dashboards contains universe queries using OpenDocument URL

New Behaviour: The issue is resolved.

Limitations: No.

ADAPT01678367 Description: Ignore Blank Spaces option should not ignore cells with value "0"

New Behaviour: The issue is resolved.

Limitations: No

ADAPT01678630 Description: When design dashboard, if the region format is using "," as the decimal point, the
percentage in tooltip of pie chart is shown incorrectly in mobile. 

New Behaviour: When design dashboard, if the region format is using "," as the decimal point, the
percentage in tooltip of pie chart is shown correctly in mobile in same region. 

ADAPT01680822 Description: The Indonesia map in the Dashboards should be updated to  33 province.

New Behaviour: New provinces are updated to Indonesia map, there are 7 new provinces
1. KEPULAUAN BANGKA BELITUNG..2. KEPULAUAN RIAU..3. BANTEN..4.
GORONTALO..5. SULAWESI BARAT..6. MALUKU UTARA..7. PAPUA BARAT

SAP BusinessObjects Explorer

ADAPT01659403 Description: When indexing an Information Space Universe based on Java Connector and
DataFederator to BW the error message "The information space has no data" is seen

New Behaviour: Indexing of an Information Space Universe based on Java Connector and DataFederator
to BW is possible

ADAPT01674562 Description: Explorer : Exploration Views based on Hana cubes migrated from BW would sometime
throw an error depending on the namespace

New Behaviour: The issue has been resolved

ADAPT01678715 Description: Display issue in the chart when the number of facet values in a dimension was higher than
the number of facet values selected.

New Behaviour: The issue has been resolved.

SAP BusinessObjects Information Design Tool

ADAPT01673562 Description: Information Design Tool :  When publishing a business layer (blx) to a repository, a
message “An error occurred while loading the universe. The universe contains broken
links. Fix the links and try to publish the universe again.” may appear if tables have been
deleted into the associated Data Foundation (dfx).

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence

ADAPT01657255 Description: Using Web Intelligence report, an error may occur when executing a Change Source
operation.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
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ADAPT01661619 Description: In a document open in Web Intelligence Rich Client, when dimensions are merged, the
detail objects are not displayed in the Available Objects pane in the Side Panel when
sorted alphabetically.  If you sort by Query, the detail objects are displayed.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01669693 Description: Missing Methods of QAAWS

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01672552 Description: In the Web Intelligence Web interface, when you open a document in Reading mode and
collapse and expand hierarchies, an “Error 16” error message appears.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01672988 Description: When you try to schedule a Web Intelligence document which has been migrated from XI
R2 to XI 4.0 using the Upgrade Manager Tools, an si_index error is displayed.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01673874 Description: Dashboard can be viewed and refreshed successfully on BI launch pad and dashboard
preview mode.

New Behaviour: There should not be error Request processing failed (XLS 000009) when view dashboard
through BI launch pad or dashboard preview mode.

ADAPT01675155 Description: Opening the Web Intelligence report takes 10-20 seconds, whereas switching to the input
controls takes 5-10 minutes. If the input controls are opened when the document is
opened, the opening of the document will take 5-10 minutes.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01675456 Description: When the prompt in webi is deleted, in TMT we can find the translation is still existed and
there is no way to delete it.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

ADAPT01677261 Description: In Information Designer Tool, when a shortcut join is placed between two tables in a query
then changing the sequence of the objects changes the SQL statements, it skips the join
in one scenario.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01678393 Description: In Web Intelligence reports based on a .unv universe that connects to an SAP BW data
source, the "Default" date is selectable but once selected, the OK button is greyed out in
the Set Variables window in the Query Panel of those reports.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.

ADAPT01678492 Description: In WebIntelligence reports, when you edit an Input Control based on a variable the "OK"
button stays greyed. The issue appears with Java viewer and in WebIentelligence Rich
Client.

New Behaviour: This problem has been resolved.

ADAPT01679043 Description: Cannot search for elements in a list of values of a Web Intelligence report off of a BEx
query datasource in DHTML viewer mode.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved.
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SAP Crystal Report for Enterprise

ADAPT01675524 Description: DslLovMaxSize configuration does not produce a delegated search if LOV list >
DslLovMaxSize value.

New Behaviour: This problem is resolved

Limitations: Only works for Designer (CR4Ent).  This is not working yet for runtime (ie; viewers)
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